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Abstract Optical frequency combs provide the clockwork to relate op-
tical frequencies to radio frequencies. Hence, combs allow optical fre-
quencies to be measured with respect to a radio frequency where the
accuracy is limited only by the reference signal. In order to provide a
stable link between the radio and optical frequencies, the two param-
eters of the frequency comb must be fixed: the carrier envelope offset
frequency, fceo, and the pulse repetition-rate, frep. We have developed
the first optical frequency comb based on difference frequency gener-
ation (DFG) that eliminates fceo by design — specifically tailored for
applications in cold atom physics. An fceo-free spectrum at 1550 nm
is generated from a super continuum spanning more than an optical
octave. Established amplification and frequency conversion techniques
based on reliable telecom fibre technology allow the generation of mul-
tiple wavelength outputs. The DFG comb is a convenient tool to both
stabilise laser sources and accurately measure optical frequencies in
Rydberg experiments and more generally in quantum optics. In this pa-
per we discuss the frequency comb design, characterization, and optical
frequency measurement of Strontium Rydberg states. The DFG tech-
nique allows for a compact and robust, passively fceo stable frequency
comb significantly improving reliability in practical applications.
1 Introduction
An exact measurement of a frequency requires a clockwork to establish a phase co-
herent link between the frequency to be measured and a reference oscillator of known
frequency. An optical frequency comb is an elegant solution providing such a clock-
work between two optical frequencies or an optical and a microwave (RF) frequency
[1,2]. It is hence an essential building block for practical implementations of optical
clocks [3,4,5]. Other applications include precision measurements, generation of arbi-
trary optical frequencies and the transfer of optical and radio frequencies. Quantum
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optics experiments require accurate measurement and stabilization of optical frequen-
cies for preparation, precise control and probing of the quantum system. With cu-
mulative sophistication of experimental schemes and required control, the light fields
span increasingly large ranges in wavelength. For example in Rydberg experiments,
in addition to the first excited states used for initial preparation, a number of higher
excited levels are addressed. While it is possible to stabilise a laser on ground state
transitions, e.g., with Doppler-free absorption spectroscopy, this becomes significantly
more difficult for transitions to higher states. The frequency comb provides a univer-
sal method of accessing several arbitrary optical frequencies, all exactly referenced
to a common reference oscillator. The comb therefore provides a convenient tool to
both accurately stabilise laser sources and accurately measure optical frequencies in
Rydberg experiments and more generally in quantum optics.
In this paper we provide practical insight into how a frequency comb with multiple
outputs at different wavelengths based on difference frequency generation (DFG)
proves to be a useful tool in Rydberg experiments. The DFG comb provides a simpler
relationship between optical and RF frequencies than conventionally stabilised combs
and is a robust tool owing to reduced electronic locking requirements.
The specific frequency comb described here was build by TOPTICA Photonics AG
in collaboration with the atomic and molecular physics groups at Durham University.
The goal was to develop a frequency comb with four separate measurement outputs,
spanning the wavelength range 638 nm–1550 nm, to support experiments on high-
precision spectroscopy of Strontium (Sr) Rydberg states [6] and ultracold Rubidium-
Caesium (RbCs) molecules [7]. While DFG combs have been demonstrated previously,
we present their application as an instrument to support complex multi-wavelength
cold atom experiments. We find that using the DFG technique results in a highly
stable comb that runs reliably with almost no optimisation by the end user. In this
paper we review properties of frequency combs as a tool for quantum optics, discuss
in detail the DFG comb and present precision spectroscopy of Sr Rydberg states as
an example application.
2 How the frequency comb works
Optical frequency combs are typically based on passively mode-locked oscillators emit-
ting a train of pulses separated by the round trip time of the optical resonator. The
optical phases of the frequency components supported by the resonator are phase
locked by the mode-lock mechanism to form short pulses. Mode-locked oscillators in
frequency combs are commonly based on Ti:Sapphire (<10 fs) [8,9], as well as erbium
doped fibre (< 100 fs) [10,11]. The pulse length is fundamentally Fourier-limited by
the gain bandwidth. In the frequency domain the pulse train results in a spectrum of
equidistant modes separated by the repetition rate, frep given by the inverse round-
trip time, see Fig. 1. Due to the difference between phase and group velocities within
the oscillator, the phase of the optical carrier shifts with respect to the pulse envelope
from pulse-to-pulse. This gives rise to the carrier envelope phase shift which amounts
to a non-zero frequency offset, fceo, in the Fourier spectrum. Hence the comb spec-
trum generated from a mode-locked short-pulse laser is completely defined by these
two parameters. The frequency of the comb lines , νn, are given by:
νn = n× frep + fceo, (1)
with n ∈ N denoting the comb tooth order.
The repetition rate is directly linked to the optical path length in the resonator
and hence an actuator for the cavity length is the obvious choice to vary the repe-
tition rate, e.g., through the use of a piezo actuator. The carrier envelope frequency
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Figure 1. The optical frequency comb: A mode-locked short-pulse laser emits a train of
equidistant short pulses. The Fourier spectrum (F) is a comb of optical lines separated by
the repetition rate, frep. Due to the mode-locking all lines have well defined relative optical
phases. The carrier envelope offset frequency, fceo, represents the offset to zero frequency. It is
given by the phase slip, φceo, of the optical carrier with respect to the pulse envelope between
consecutive pulses. The position of the comb lines in the frequency domain is completely
defined by (frep, fceo) and therefore provides a clockwork to link optical and RF frequencies.
induced by a pulse-to-pulse phase shift, can be influenced by acting on group veloc-
ity dispersion in the oscillator, e.g., by pump current modulation [12]. Alternatively,
fceo can be stabilised externally by a frequency actuator, e.g., an acousto-optical
modulator (AOM) [13], which can also be implemented in a feed-forward scheme.
A well-established scheme to measure fceo is an f−2f interferometer, where fceo is
detected via a beat between the frequency-doubled low frequency end (containing
2fceo due to the frequency doubling process) and the high frequency end of an octave
spanning spectrum [12]. In a difference-frequency comb, instead of detecting and sta-
bilizing fceo in a feedback loop, it is fundamentally removed by DFG, leaving only a
single parameter, frep, to be stabilised.
3 The difference frequency comb
DFG combs have previously been realised in pulsed Ti:Sapphire lasers to generate
fceo-free spectra in the IR [14,15] as well as Ytterbium doped fibre combs. These DFG
combs have the disadvantage that the resulting fceo-free spectra do not lie within the
original gain medium. A technologically elegant solution, used for the DFG comb
presented here, is based on a more than octave spanning super continuum such that
the DFG output is at the original erbium oscillator spectrum at 1550 nm [16,17]. This
allows reuse of the same frequency conversion techniques, based on reliable, mass-
produced telecommunications fibre components, previously developed for erbium fibre
oscillators.
Fig. 2 illustrates the process of generating the fceo-free comb from the spectrum of
a fibre oscillator. First the spectrum is amplified and broadened in a highly nonlinear
fibre (HNLF) to include 850 nm and 1880 nm spectral components. The difference
frequency of these parts of the spectrum is subsequently generated in a periodically
poled lithium niobate (PPLN) non-linear crystal. Details of the setup can be found
in [16]. Since the comb teeth are coherent the difference of multiple combinations of
lines (n−m) ≡ n¯ = const. contribute to a single line in the DFG spectrum according
to:
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Figure 2. DFG comb: In a difference frequency comb (DFG-FC) the fceo is removed by
mixing two parts of the spectrum. In this particular DFG-FC a super continuum spanning
more than an optical octave (b) is generated from the low-noise oscillator (a) using a highly
nonlinear fibre (HNLF). Difference frequency generation (DFG) between the ends at 850 nm
and 1880 nm results in a passively fceo-stable output at 1550 nm (c). The fceo-free comb spec-
trum at 1550 nm can then be amplified and frequency converted with established techniques
based on Er:fibre technology. The optical spectra of the low-noise oscillator, supercontin-
uum and DFG output are shown in relative spectral power on a linear and logarithmic scale,
respectively
νn − νm︸ ︷︷ ︸
νn¯
= (n−m)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n¯
×frep + (fceo − fceo)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡0
(2)
νn¯ = n¯× frep, (3)
After the DFG the fceo is equal to zero and the comb lines are integer multiples
of frep (eq. 3).
Due to the fundamental removal of fceo in the DFG process, the comb system
can be significantly simplified. The DFG comb requires only a single active loop to
stabilise frep and avoids problems associated with cross-talk between actuators that
must be considered in non-DFG combs [18,19]. This simplification makes it easier
to ensure the comb remains locked to the stable RF reference leading to a greater
certainty that experimental results are accurate. A frequency comb that is stabilised
can provide the basis for linking continuous-wave (cw) lasers. These can be locked
to a precise absolute frequency or the comb can facilitate precise absolute frequency
measurement.
4 Linking continuous-wave laser and frequency comb
There are two common ways a frequency comb is used alongside cw lasers for precision
spectroscopy, both requiring identical hardware. The frequency comb can either be
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Figure 3. Measurement of the frequency of a continuous-wave (cw) laser with a difference
frequency comb typically includes three steps: 1. measurement of the repetition frequency
frep, 2. measurement of the cw laser frequency to within one frep to identify the order n of a
nearby comb tooth, e.g., with a wavelength meter and 3. measurement of the beat between
the laser and this comb tooth as an RF offset frequency. For locking the laser to the comb
the beat offset frequency is phase locked. To improve the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the
beat, the relevant part of the comb spectrum is isolated by an optical bandpass filter (BPF)
that reduces the optical power incident on the beat photo diode from the rest of the comb.
used as a reference for measuring an unknown frequency of a cw laser or a cw laser
may be locked to the comb to provide a precisely defined cw laser frequency.
An unknown optical frequency of a cw laser can be measured by first locking the
frequency comb to an RF reference. This is commonly achieved by detecting frep
with a photo detector and acting on a piezo actuator, forming a phase-locked loop
(PLL). This provides an absolutely stable frequency comb with precisely spaced comb
lines separated by frep with an accuracy typically limited only by the performance
of the RF reference. It is also possible to measure an unknown optical frequency
without locking the frequency comb to a reference by precisely measuring frep and
appropriate compensation in a transfer method, however, to simplify the explanations
in this section, we assume that the frequency comb is locked to a stable reference.
The measurement of the unknown frequency of the cw laser is depicted in Figure 3
and consists of three steps. First, the repetition frequency frep is precisely measured
with a counter or precisely known beforehand, second the index, n (eq. 3) of a close-by
comb line is determined using a wavelength meter, and then the beat frequency of
the cw laser and the comb line is determined to provide the precise offset from the
previously determined comb line index.
Alternatively, a cw laser can be locked to a frequency comb by forming a beat
between the laser and a frequency comb tooth. This beat can then be phase locked
to an RF reference that determines the offset between the frequency comb line and
the cw laser frequency. This establishes an optical phase locked loop (OPLL) between
the cw laser and the comb. To achieve a phase lock, sufficient bandwidth is required.
Adequate bandwidth is typically given in the case of external cavity diode lasers
(ECDL) via feedback to the injection current.
5 Noise considerations with a frequency comb
The noise properties of an optical frequency comb can be understood in terms of the
elastic tape model (ETM) [20]. The elastic tape model is based on the fundamen-
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Figure 4. Phase noise measurements of the DFG frequency comb at 1162 nm with the comb
locked to an RF reference (red) and a narrow line-width optical reference (blue). When locked
to the optical reference, a Hz-level linewidth of the comb lines is achieved. The β-separation
line (black) is shown for reference.
tal formula for the frequency of a comb line (eq. 3) and the assumption of linearly
correlated changes in frep and fceo [21]. As an intuitive picture the comb breathes
with like equidistant ticks on an elastic-tape that stays fixed at the fix point. For the
type of Er:fibre oscillators used in frequency combs the observed fix-point for pump
current modulation is at optical frequencies close to its emission spectrum [22]. By
characterizing the noise properties of individual comb teeth it can be shown that the
fix point of the DFG comb is, to a very good approximation, at the frequency origin
[23]. Hence, the frep noise measured at one frequency can be rescaled to give the
properties at any comb line. The phase noise of individual comb teeth at different
wavelengths can be characterised by a beat with a narrow linewidth laser or, alter-
natively, by transferring the noise properties to an optically phase-locked (OPL) cw
laser. The cw laser can subsequently be characterised using a delayed self-heterodyne
(DSH) beat note [24].
Phase noise measurements of our DFG comb made at 1162 nm are shown in Fig. 4.
The elastic tape model implies that the noise performance of the RF reference used
to define the repetition rate will dominate the performance of the comb at optical
frequencies, due to the 106 scaling given by the comb order, n. In fact, above a certain
RF carrier offset frequency, typically on the order of 10 kHz, the optical oscillator is
less noisy than the RF reference such that the performance of a frequency comb is
related to the intrinsic noise properties of the oscillator, as evidenced by the corner
10 kHz frequency in Fig. 4. Much improved noise performance can be achieved by
locking frep to an optical reference [23,25]. This greatly enhances the sensitivity of
detection and improves the signal to noise ratio (SNR). The repetition rate can be
phase locked to a narrow linewidth laser by creating an optical PLL where the phase
error signal is generated from a beat between the narrow linewidth laser and a fre-
quency comb tooth. In the case of the DFG comb, locking frep will provide a fully
stabilised optical comb spectrum. When locked to a narrow linewidth optical refer-
ence, e.g., a diode laser locked to a high-finesse cavity, it is possible to simultaneously
achieve Hz-level linewidth for all comb lines. Fig. 4 plots the phase noise of a DFG
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Figure 5. Allan deviation (ADEV) of the comb measured against Rb spectroscopy. The
repetition rate frep is locked to an RF reference at the 10th harmonic at 800 MHz. The
Allan deviation of the commercial oven-controlled crystal oscillator (OXCO) based GPS-
disciplined RF reference (GPSDO) is shown for reference. The increase of the Allan deviation
on long time scales is attributed to drifts in Rb spectroscopy. Note, that an oscillator with
lower intrinsic noise shows lower ADEV at short time scales.
frequency comb locked to both an RF reference and a narrow line-width optical refer-
ence, showing the dramatic noise improvements that are possible when locking to an
optical reference. The linewidth of the comb lines were on the Hz level when locked to
the optical reference, compared to linewidth on the order of 100 kHz (integrated over
1-100 kHz) when locked to a low-noise RF reference. The β-separation lines provides
a simple concept to the relation between noise and linewidth [26]. It has proven to
be a good approximation for a large range of experimentally observed noise spectra.
The power of an optical line is typically distributed between the optical carrier and a
broader spectral background; the pedestal. The noise in frequency ranges exceeding
the β-separation line contribute to the carrier linewidth, while the noise below the
β-separation line contributes to the pedestal [27]. Hence, in the case of locking to an
optical reference there is no contribution to the carrier width in the frequency range
shown in Fig. 4.
The long term stability of the comb is characterised by the Allan deviation
(ADEV). The ADEV is the standard deviation of the normalised frequency varia-
tions for a range of measurement intervals, τ [28] where the normalisation leads to
unitless values. At short time scales the Allan deviation is calculated from the recorded
beat and for longer times it is recorded by a zero-dead-time frequency counter. Fig. 5
shows the long term stability as an ADEV measured against Doppler-free saturation
spectroscopy of Rb. Distinct limiting contributions can be identified at various time
scales corresponding to the different locking stages. At short time scales the ADEV is
limited by the oscillator noise, within the locking bandwidth it is limited by the Rb
reference then by the lock to the ultra-low-noise reference oscillator, which in turn
is locked to 10 MHz reference finally by the GPS. In this case the limit to the GPS
cannot be observed because the local reference given by the Rb spectroscopy drifts,
thus limiting the measured ADEV at long time scales.
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Figure 6. Frequency comb setup: The difference frequency comb (DFG-FC) delivers an fceo-
free spectrum that can be locked to an RF reference providing an absolutely stable frequency
comb. The stable frequency comb can subsequently be converted by a highly-nonlinear fibre
(HNLF) and/or second harmonic generation (SHG) to the desired wavelength outputs.
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Figure 7. Precision Rydberg spectroscopy with the frequency comb. Insets show beat signals
between the comb and the cw excitation lasers at 689 nm and 638 nm. Rydberg atoms are
excited, ionised and detected in a cold cloud of Sr atoms as described in [6]. Using the
measured beat frequencies, we obtain a plot of the ion signal <N> versus the absolute
frequency of the (88Sr 1S0 → 5s37s 3S1,mJ =−1) transition in a 3.1 G magnetic field (blue
points). Black curve indicates a Gaussian fit to the spectrum.
6 An example application: precision spectroscopy of Sr Rydberg
states
Precision spectroscopy of Rydberg states can be significantly improved by measuring
against a frequency comb. In strontium, one possible excitation scheme for triplet
Rydberg states requires 689 nm and a tunable source at 319 nm [6,29], these wave-
lengths have been used to access Rydberg states with principal quantum numbers
n = 24 −81 [6,29,30]. In [6] the UV light is generated by second harmonic genera-
tion (SHG) of 638 nm, hence precision Sr Rydberg spectroscopy requires frequency
comb outputs at both 638 nm and 689 nm, see Fig. 6. The procedure for obtaining
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the Rydberg excitation spectrum is described in detail in [6]. Briefly, a laser cooled
cloud of Sr atoms is illuminated with pulses of light at 689 nm and 319 nm, leading
to the excitation of Rydberg atoms. Both lasers are independently stabilised to a
high-finesse reference cavity and atomic spectroscopy lock. The Rydberg atoms are
subsequently ionised, and the ions are counted electronically. To obtain the spectrum,
the frequency of the UV laser is stepped precisely across the resonance. For the ab-
solute measurement of the frequency at each step, the beat between each laser and
a nearby comb line is detected with a photodiode. An example of the measured beat
notes, and a Rydberg excitation spectrum with the resulting absolute frequency axis
are shown in Fig. 7. Note that since the beat frequency is averaged, the frequency
axis calibration is not limited by the short-term linewidth of the beat signal shown
in Fig. 7.
The linewidth is limited by residual Doppler broadening [6] which is significant
even at low temperatures due to the large wavevector of the UV light. By optimising
the laser cooling, this can be reduced by a further factor of 3. Nevertheless, using a
least squares fit the absolute frequency of the Rydberg line centre is determined with
a statistical uncertainty of just 4 kHz, which is 3 orders of magnitude better than
previous measurements [31]. Systematic frequency shifts due to magnetic and electric
fields and the blackbody environment affect the line position, and the next challenge
is to control these at a similar level. For the data shown in Fig. 7, our preliminary
estimates suggest that these shifts are less than 1 MHz.
7 Conclusion
Frequency combs have great potential as general purpose tools for high precision
measurements of optical frequencies as well as timing applications. In recent years
significant scientific and technological advancements have been made both in the
noise properties as well as in terms of versatility and integration. Applications re-
quire control of both parameters (fceo, frep) of the comb spectrum. In DFG combs
the carrier envelope phase is fundamentally eliminated, removing the limitations of
a feed-back-loop stabilisation. This provides for simpler comb operation making it
a convenient tool to both accurately stabilise laser sources and accurately measure
optical frequencies in Rydberg experiments and more generally in cold atom optics.
Moreover, oscillator pump current is still available as a fast actuator for other pur-
poses. This allows for a compact and robust, passively stable frequency comb solution.
The increasing availability of frequency combs as laboratory tools open this potential
to a wide range of precision measurements, in particular in cold atom physics.
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